Temperature dependence study of
the FMR spectra of low
concentration of nickel magnetic
nanoparticles in PBT-PTMO
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Introduction

Abstract
Fine particles of face-centered-cubic (fcc) phase of Ni embedded
in PBT-block-PTMO polymer at a concentration 0.1 % were
prepared. The mean crystalline size of Ni varied from 8 nm to 30
nm. The FMR investigations have been carried out in 4-300 K
temperature range (Fig. 1). An almost symmetrical and very
intense magnetic resonance line was recorded for all investigate
samples. The resonance line is centered at g=2.240(2)
(Hr=2988(1) Gs) with linewidth ÄHpp=560(2) Gs and its integrated
intensity increases with temperature increase. The gradient of the
resonance field (ÄHr/ÄT) strongly depends on temperature with
the following values in different ranges: ÄHr/ÄT(temperature
range 295-172 K)=1.1 Gs/K, ÄHr/ÄT(172-75 K)=8.5 Gs/K,
ÄHr/ÄT(75-40 K)=0 Gs/K and ÄHr/ÄT(40-17 K)=70.7 Gs/K. The
internal magnetic field strongly increases at low temperature and
below 17 K shifts the resonance field to very small field. The
linewidth is increasing with temperature decrease and below 40 K
its strong change is registered.

Figure 1 The SEM nickel nanoparticle covered by carbon which
is ambled about 0.1 % wt PBT-block-PTMO polymer.

Experimental

Results and discussion

The block copoly(ether-ester)s (PBT-block-PTMO) containing nickel magnetic nanoparticles (0.1
wt.%) was synthesized by melt polycondensation of dimethyl terephtalate (DMT), trimethylene
glycol (n-propylene glycol (PG)), and poly(tetramethylene ether) glycol (PTMEG) in the presence
of tetrabutyl orthotitanate as catalysts with phenolic antioxidsant IRGANOX 1010 (Ciba Geigy)
as stabilizers. Maghemite in the ethylene glycol were grinded and stirred for 5 min at 20000 rpm
and next the dispersion was sonicated for 5 min (Sonoplus – Homogenissator HD 2200) and the
procedure was repeated six times. The obtained materials have been dispersed for 30 min to ensure
homogenious distribution of maghemite in the glycol matrix. All substrates were introduced into
the reactor, where the two-stage process of PBT-block-PTMO synthesis proceeded with
continuous mixing.
The trans-estrification process of DMN with PG was carried out under atmospheric pressure
in the temperature range of 150-190°C. The progress of the reaction was monitored by the amount
of distilled methanol in reaction relative to the theoretical amount. The trans-estrification of di(2hydroxytrimethylene) terehthalate with PTMEG and the polycondesation were performed. The
process of polycondensation proceeded at 200-260°C under a pressure of 0.1 hPa and was carried
out until the desirable torque value was achieved. The polymer composite filled the reactor by
compressed nitrogen in the form of a filament.
The phase composition of the samples was
determined using XRD ((CoKá radiation, X'Pert Philips. The mean crystallite size of these phases
was determined using Scherrer's formula. The morphology of the samples was investigated using
scanning electron microscopy (LEO 1530).
The FMR (ferromagnetic resonance) spectra were recorded using a standard X-band
spectrometer type Bruker E 500 (n
=9.455 GHz) with magnetic field modulation of 100 kHz. The
magnetic field was scaled with a NMR magnetometer. The measurements were performed in the
temperature range 4 to 295 K using an Oxford flow cryostat and a standard hot air flow system.
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Figure 1 presents SEM picture of the nickel nanoparticle covered by carbon which is ambled about 0.1 % wt in PBT-blockPTMO polymer. The agglomerates nanoparticles is sphere size shape with radius below 200 nm and they are almost homogeneously
concentration in the polymer matrix and it is comparable obtained by wet chemical solution [10]. The shape agglomerates magnetic
nanoparticles are similar shape as for ã-Fe2O3 ambled 0.1 % wt in PET-block-PTMO for agglomerates below 40 nm [6].
Figure 2 presents the temperature dependence of the FMR spectra in the range of 4-290 K. The FMR spectra is dominated by
very intens and broad line which is centered at geff=2.253(2) (Hr=300.3(1) mT) with peak-to-peak linewidth Hpp=69.3(5) mT at room
temperature where is going to geff=15.7(2) (Hr=43 mT) with peak-to-peak linewidth Hpp=300(1) mT at 17 K. The agglomerates
magnetic nanoparticles of ã-Fe2O3 ambled 0.1 % wt in PET-block-PTMO for agglomerates the FMR line was centered at
geff=2.259(2) (Hr=299.2(1) mT) with peak-to-peak linewidth Hpp=121.3(5) mT at room temperature where is going to geff=2.00(1)
(Hr=167(1) mT) with peak-to-peak linewidth Hpp=160(1) mT at 10 K [6,15]. The resonance field is centeres almost in the same
region but is almost two times greater broadening for ã-Fe2O3 where essential opposite differences is observed for the changing
resonance condition (several times geff parameter) and the linewidth (almost two times) at low temperature.
Additional a narrow EPR line is appeared at 100 K which is dominated below 17 K and centered at geff=2.09(1) with linewidth
Hpp=24.3(2) (1) mT. This line is arising from divalent nickel ions of spurious phases.
Figure 4 are given the temperature dependence of the FMR spectra parameters, resonance field Hr, linewidth Hpp and amplitude
Ipp. FMR parameters are obtained by procedure describing by Koksharov at al. [2]. The essential changing of the position of
resonance field is observed with decreasing temperatures (Fig. 4a). The noninteracting maghemite randomly oriented and spherical
shapes has produced narrower line [16,17]. The inter-agglomerate magnetic interaction could produce the main part of the observed
shift of the resonance line. The magnetic resonance condition is changed by internal magnetic field and could be written in the form
of the following relation:
hí = geff ìB Hr
(1)
where h is the Planck constant, í is resonance frequency, ìB is Bohr magneton, and Hr is the resonance field. The resonance field
could be formed by the following magnetic interactions:
Hr = Ho + Hdip + Hdem + H`dip
(2)
where Ho is the applied external magnetic field, Hdip is internal magnetic field of the dipole-dipole interaction between
agglomerates, Hdem is internal magnetic field from demagnetization, H`dip is an internal magnetic field from the dipole-dipole
interaction between magnetic nanoparticles. The main part of an internal magnetic field arises from magnetic nanoparticles in PET
PTMO forming large agglomerates and geff is value near 2 [18]. The dipole-dipole interaction between agglomerate could be the
dominating factor in the formation of an internal field. Temperature dependence of the position of resonance field shows an unusual
behavior. The values of ÄHr/ÄT gradients in different temperature regions are showing the following values, ÄHr/ÄT(295-160
K)=1.33 Gs/K, ÄHr/ÄT(160-95 K)=9.52 Gs/K, ÄHr/ÄT(70-50 K)=0 and ÄHr/ÄT(41-17 K)=47.35 Gs/K. They are essential greater
than FMR results of magnetic nanoparticles ã-Fe2O3 in PEE(PTT)-block-PTMO matrix with different concentrations and sizes
[6,19,20]. In the highest and lower temperatures regions the gradient ÄHr/ÄT is time greater. The dipole-dipole interaction and the
physical properties of the matrix could be responsible for this behavior of the resonance line shift and especially the critical
processes in the matrix could play an important role in determination of the gradient ÄHr/ÄT in different temperature regions [20].
On the microscopic level the internal stress due to decrease of temperature could change the spin-orbital interaction of nickel atoms
and it could change the magnetic momentum of magnetic nanoparticles and thus an effective internal magnetic field due to the
dipole-dipole interaction [21]. The FMR spectra of the nickel are shifted more intense than with oxide irons could be coming from
different electronic structure of magnetic ions and crystal field interaction. The dynamical processes in the matrix essential
influence on the dipole-dipole interaction and the kinds of the magnetic nanoparticles play very important role, especially on the
orientation processes at low temperature region.
Figure 4b presents the temperature dependence of the linewidth ÄHpp. This dependence is different than registered for other
polymer matrices [6,19,20]. The linewidth increases with decreasing temperature for both samples and below 50 K this change is
over orders of magnitude more intense. The dynamical magnetic fluctuation of the spin systems essential influence on the
broadening processes of the FMR spectra usually is connected with magnetic critical phenomena (e.g. magnetic ordering
processes).
Figure 4c gives the temperature dependence of the intensity (amplitude Ipp). The temperature dependence of the amplitude has
very interesting character. The amplitude is decreasing linear up to 95 K, where the following values was obtained at different
temperatures region, (ÄIpp/ÄT(295-95 K)=1.8 1/K), ÄIpp/ÄT(95-41 K)=0 and ÄIpp/ÄT(41-17 K)=3.0 1/K). The orientation
processes strongly dependent from temperature and in range 70 K to 50 K is formed ¨freezing¨ state as it is seeing from position
resonance field, and amplitude where the slowly broadening resonance line is observed (Fig. 4).
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Figure 2 The temperature dependence of the FMR spectra of nickel nanoparticle covered by carbon
which is ambled about 0.1 % wt PBT-block-PTMO polymer.
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Figure 3 The temperature dependence of the FMR spectra of nickel nanoparticle covered by carbon
which is ambled about 0.1 % wt PBT-block-PTMO polymer at low temperature region
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Magnetic nanoparticles ambled in different non-magnetic matrix is showing very
interesting physical properties which make these systems interesting for magnetic storage
devices and other applications e.g. [1-7]. Among various ferromagnetic metals investigated,
nickel nanoparticles have attracted much attention because could form different crystal
structure with very interesting magnetic properties e.g. [8-14]. The magnetic nickel
nanoparticles could be very usefully materials for introduction on low concentration in nonmagnetic matrix for studying between them their magnetic interaction and
superparamagnetic state. The iron or oxide iron magnetic nanoparticles ambled low
concentration in non-magnetic matrix has been shown very interesting magnetic interaction
at different temperature [2-7]. Among of the non-magnetic materials, the polymers or
copolymers are more attracted from their critical processes at different temperatures regions
and the magnetic interaction could be useful for characterization their characterization
[6,7]. The nickel metal is among materials with essential reactivity and cover them on the
nano-sizes by carbon could provide for better stability.
The aim of this report is preparation of nickel nanoparticle covered by carbon which is
ambled about 0.1 % wt PBT-block-PTMO polymer and study FMR spectra at different
region of temperatures.
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Figure 4 The temperature dependence of the FMR spectra parameters, resonance field H (a), linewidth (b) and amplitude (c).
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The temperature dependence of the FMR spectra of the nickel
nanoparticle covered by carbon which is ambled about 0.1 % wt in
PBT-block-PTMO polymer has shown extraordinary behaviour. The
parameters of describing the FMR spectra have be shown
characteristic behaviour in three different temperature region, where
slowly changing at higher temperature, stability below 70 K and
strongly decreasing with decreasing at low temperature (below 40 K).

